Multi-Tasking Operating Systems for Microprocessors: We Have More Experience, and We Produce More of Them Than Anyone. They're All Fast, Friendly and Flexible, and You Get Them in Source Language.

Industrial Programming is the leader in multi-tasking operating systems. MTOS Systems manage input/output, interrupts, scheduling, task coordination and time-keeping, freeing the engineer for solving specific application problems.

All MTOS products are based on design concepts which emphasize high throughput and consistency, and are delivered in source form using the primary manufacturer's assembler syntax.

Multiprocessor versions of MTOS allow you to add processors without changing application software.

A licensee is entitled to imbed the object program in his products without further charges.

MTOS-68 FOR THE 6800  MTOS-68K FOR THE 68000
MTOS-80 FOR THE 8080  MTOS-86MP FOR THE 8086
MTOS-80MP FOR THE 8080  MTOS-86 FOR THE 8086

How good are all these MTOS Systems? Write or call us for full technical data. That'll tell you more than we ever can here.
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